ABSTRACT The use of light emitting diode reflective distance sensors (LED-RDS) for high-resolution displacement measurement is a cost-effective and inherently safe alternative to sensors using lasers and optical fibers. Experimental testing shows that a variety of distance ranges are achievable depending on the geometry of the LED-RDS chosen. The use of an LED-RDS without focusing lens offers higher resolution, making it suited to measure displacements in the micrometer range. Results from testing the SFH9206 on a target with a modest reflectivity of 31% indicate that the LED-RDS offers sensitivity of 52.8 %/mm, over a linear range of 540 µm. With a focus on LED-RDS with GaAs-based LEDs, thermal drift of the sensors is theoretically modeled and compensation circuitry proposed. Results for the SFH9206 show the thermal drift to be linear, and the compensation circuitry effective, between 25 • C and 35 • C. As a consequence, at room temperatures, the compensation circuitry also reduces the noise, as measured by the Allan deviation and standard deviation. With a 3-dB bandwidth of 5.56 Hz, the compensation circuitry gives an LED-RDS signal with resolution below 1 µm. LED-RDS are mass produced and primarily find their application as source/detectors in encoders and barcodes scanners and as position sensitive devices in mobile robots. This paper suggests that LED-RDS also have the potential for analogue displacement measurements at high resolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
The measurement of position or displacement is a fundamental task in sensor technology, with several techniques available to obtain measurements in the micrometer range. The different sensor options represent a tradeoff between factors such as size, accuracy, cost, and reliability. Magnetic sensors are insensitive to the presence of dirt or dust, but their accuracy is typically limited to ±10 µm [1] . They are also susceptible to magnetic interference due to the stray magnetic fields from electromagnetic radiation, and paramagnetic or ferromagnetic materials [1] . Laser interferometers offer high precision in the nanometer range, however the measurement process, based on finding the fringes of an interferogram, requires complicated instrumentation and is bandwidth limited [2] , [3] .
Intensity-based optical distance sensors (IODS) provide a good compromise between accuracy and ancillary factors. They offer micrometer precision whilst also having high bandwidth, a simpler setup, and less expensive components [2] . An IODS has a source which emits light onto a target, from which longitudinal distance is determined based on the amount of light reflected back onto a photodetector. At present, IODS are predominantly implemented using lasers and optical fibers. There are two limitations to such sensors:
• The lasers pose a serious eye safety hazard, particularly in the infrared spectrum where the hazard is not visible.
• Lasers are a coherent light source. The speckle pattern of the reflected light, resulting from any surface roughness, introduces noise into the detector [4] . An IODS typically uses a fiber pair to transmit and receive the light reflected off the target surface, allowing a separate laser and detector to be used remotely. Where multimode fibers are used to illuminate the target, the speckle pattern manifests as soon as the laser light emerges from the fibers [2] , [5] . For a single-mode transmitting fiber, the laser emits with an approximately Gaussian intensity distribution having no speckle pattern [2] , [6] , however, surface roughness from the target will introduce a speckle pattern in the reflected light.
To resolve the issues of speckle and safety, some IODS use the incoherent light from a Light Emitting Diode (LED) rather than a laser, whilst still using a fiber pair [7] , [8] . The use of low-power LED Reflective Distance Sensors (LED-RDS) proposed in this work removes the need for optical fibers in the system. LED-RDS therefore have the benefits of inherent safety, common and low cost availability, no speckle pattern, and -since the optical fibers are eliminated -a more compact footprint. The use of a small footprint LED-RDS offers the opportunity to scale the solution into an array format, whereas laser-tofiber packaging issues dominate costs and are not easily scaled [9] .
LED-RDS are mass produced and primarily find their application as source/detectors as encoders or barcodes scanners. LED-RDS have also been used to provide analogue distance measurement at a coarse resolution, for example as position sensitive devices in mobile robots [10] . However, LED-RDS have not been investigated for their performance in providing analogue displacement measurements at high resolution.
The aim of this work is to explore the potential of using LED-RDS for high resolution displacement measurement; covering sensitivity, linear range, thermal drift and noise resolution. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the experimental setup used for testing. Section III provides a high-level comparison of different LED-RDS devices, and gives the sensitivity and linear range of the device most suited for measurements in the micrometer range that we are interested in exploring. Section IV models the effect of temperature on this LED-RDS, as well as the proposed compensation circuitry. Section V shows the experimental results of the thermal drift of the LED-RDS with and without compensation circuitry. Section VI shows the experimental results of how the compensation circuitry reduces noise in the sensor reading, and Section VII provides an interpretation of these results by quantifying the distance resolution of the sensor.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
All testing is conducted using an experimental rig as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The reflective target comprises a specular reflector (a polished silicon wafer) mounted on the underside of a moveable z-axis translation stage. The LED-RDS circuit and translation stage are placed on a rigid support plate, which is isolated from ground vibrations using an inflated inner tube.
A thermistor is mounted adjacent to the LED-RDS. The experimental rig concurrently samples the output voltage of the LED-RDS and the resistance of the thermistor (from which the case temperature, T , is deduced). A large area heater is mounted under the PCB as shown in Fig. 1 , which allows the sample to be uniformly heated with negligible thermal gradients. All temperature changes (through adjusting the heater) are made slowly enough to assume steady state has been reached.
III. DEVICE COMPARISON
Three different LED-RDS devices were evaluated. They represent the different device geometries available:
• SFH9206 -LED and detector each without a focusing lens, both with their surface normal vector in the direction of the z-axis (see Fig. 1 dT is the radiant power ( e ) variation with temperature, the latter depending on the bias current and an empirical constant known as the characteristic temperature, T C (as discussed later).
Within the same class of LED-RDS, the LED properties are well controlled and depend on the material characteristics. Importantly, between the three devices, the LED emission wavelength is nominally the same. The relative size of the three devices is different, as shown in Fig. 2 .
The LED input current for each device was adjusted to 17 mA, and a trans-impedance op-amp (as discussed later) was used to convert the detector output current into an output voltage, V OUT . The trans-impedance op-amp also applies a fixed 5 V bias across the photodetector.
A polished silicon wafer (with reflectivity R = 31%) was used as the target, mounted on the underside of the translation stage. The translation stage was incremented in 20 µm steps, and at each distance the corresponding output voltage was measured to the nearest 1 mV. This gives the experimental calibration curves as shown in Fig. 3 , which have been normalized to the peak output voltage. Superimposed is the manufacturer's data for the SFH9206, where the target is a Kodak white test card (R = 90%). There is excellent agreement in the shape of experimental and manufacturer curves for the SFH9206, indicating excellent reproducibility. The d-offset distance between the two curves is most likely due to the definition of the zero point. Nevertheless at distances beyond the peak the sensor exhibits a reasonable linear region of around 1/3 of the dynamic range.
The results show that the use of a focusing lens (for the TCND5000 and TCRT5000) shifts the peak to the right and broadens the detection range, allowing the LED-RDS to be used at longer operating distances. For the TCRT5000, the result of tilting the LED and detector 10-15 • inwards reduced the distance at which the peak occurs (compared to the TCND500), while maintaining a wide detection range. However, since the detector and LED have separate focal distances, the detection curve shows a broadened peak whose slope changes significantly at around 5 mm. To use such an LED-RDS as a distance sensor would result in a reduced linear operating region or require an intermediate look up table to extend the linear range.
The SFH9206, having no focusing lens, gives the steepest slope. This slope makes it the device most suited to further explore the performance which can be achieved from LED-RDS.
At distances shorter than at which the peak occurs, the slope of the SFH9206 is extremely steep, making it a good candidate for high sensitivity distance measurements. However the range of operation is very small in this region, the working distance is less than 1 mm, and there is part-topart variability, which all contributed to the difficulty in using this region. As such, in the following study, measurements will only be considered at distances beyond the peak.
To determine the best operation point having the widest linear range for the SFH9206 distance sensor, the following algorithm was used. An extensive search and comparison of interval data to the right of the peak was undertaken. For each interval, the line of best fit and maximum V OUT residual were determined. If the maximum residual was less than 1% of the V OUT range for that interval, then the interval was considered valid. The widest valid interval (or in the event of a tie, the steepest of the equal-widest intervals) was chosen. The chosen interval's width is reported as the linear range, and the slope of the interval's line of best fit is reported as the sensitivity.
Experimental calibration curves for SFH9206 were analyzed to determine the sensitivity and linear range as reported in Table 1 . The sensitivity is given in units which are normalized against the peak of the calibration curve. The sensitivity is reported as a negative value, to emphasize that for this study, measurements were only considered at distances beyond the peak.
IV. THERMAL DRIFT MODELLING AND COMPENSATION
The circuit diagram used for testing any generic LED-RDS is presented in Fig. 4 . The dominant variation in sensor output current (I X ) after reaching steady state is due to changes in case temperature. In order to compensate for this variation with temperature, we hypothesize that a single temperature compensating resistor (R F ) attached to the LED may be able to compensate for the variation in I X due to thermal effects. To validate this, an understanding of the effect of temperature on each element (LED and detector) was required, as modelled below in generic terms, with a focus on the SFH9206 where necessary.
The LED's shunt resistor (R F ) is a temperature compensating resistor, such that:
where:
• T is the case temperature
• α is the temperature coefficient of the shunt resistor The governing equations for the LED are:
• q is the charge of a proton • k is the Boltzmann constant • I 0 is the LED's reverse saturation current Equations (1) and (3) are well accepted standard models and also account for the effects of self-heating, where the internal junction temperature of the component differs from the case temperature, T . The majority of the self-heating comes from the LED, and our measurements of junction voltage indicate a rise of only 3 • above case temperature after turn on. This temperature rise is fixed after reaching steady state, and is small compared to the temperature range of our thermal tests (as discussed later). In this section we are concerned with modelling at a fixed distance d (see Fig. 3 ), the variation in I X due to changes in case temperature, T .
Differentiating (2) and (3), at T = T 0 , gives:
For any LED-RDS which emits light at 950 nm (such as the SFH9206 [11] ), this indicates the LED is made of GaAs [12] , [13] . For GaAs, the variation of current with temperature in a forward biased diode is known [14] , and is given by:
Substituting (6) into (5) gives: dI LED dT = 60
Rearranging gives:
For a fixed I LED , the output flux ( LED ) decreases with increasing temperature. This is because with increasing temperature, I LED is made up of an increasing number of nonradiative re-combinations [15] . Several sources give the following relationship [15] - [17] :
where T C is an empirical constant known as the characteristic temperature, measured in Kelvin. For a fixed temperature, LED increases with I LED . Although the relationship is not perfectly linear, based on the work of previous researchers [13] , [18] , we can approximate it as:
The SFH9206 LED was varied over a range of input currents (I LED ), and the output flux ( LED ) was measured by a separate photodetector, giving the results shown in Fig. 5 . Below 17 mA, the output flux shows a linear change of 4.9 %/mA, which is consistent with the approximation made in (10) .
Combining (9) and (10) gives:
where 0 is a proportionality constant. Differentiating (11) gives:
The SFH9206 LED was varied over a range of temperatures, and the output flux (as measured by a separate photodetector which was maintained at room temperature) is shown in Fig. 6 . When normalized to the output flux at 25 • C, the gradient is independent of bias current, provided the bias current is low (≤ 17mA). From this data, the extracted characteristic temperature term was − Under the condition that R 0 · I LED · (q/kT ) 1, which is satisfied in our case, substituting (8) into (12) simplifies to:
For any LED-RDS whose detector is a phototransistor (such as the SFH9206 [11] ), the phototransistor may be modelled as a bipolar junction transistor (BJT) with a photodiode between the collector and base [19] , as shown in Fig. 7 . The BJT is biased in forward active mode, with the base and collector connected such that:
where β is the forward common-emitter current gain. The base current, I B , may be written as [20] :
Since β 1 and I photo I dark , this makes (14) simplify to:
In the case of an LED-RDS aimed at a target which is a specular reflector, we have:
where I P0 is a proportionality constant, R is the target reflectivity (not to be confused with R F and R 0 which are resistances), d is the distance from the LED-RDS to the target, and g(d) is the proportion of LED which reflects onto the detector when R = 1. Importantly, the term ( (17) is independent of temperature. Therefore:
The effect of temperature on the LED term has been given in (13) . Additional, there is also temperature dependence in β which contributes to the thermal drift in I X .
It is well known that for a BJT, β increases with temperature [21] , [22] . Assuming a first order model:
where β 0 is the value of β when T = 298 K, and γ is the temperature coefficient of β.
The increase in β with increasing temperature, results in an increase in the detector current (I X ). However the observation that LED depends linearly on I LED below 17 mA, as shown in For completeness it is noted that, aside from the effect on β, temperature also has two other effects on the detector, namely:
• I dark increases with temperature [23] .
• The spectrum of light emitted by the LED, and the spectral sensitivity of the detector, both experience redshift with increasing temperature. However, for the study in question, these effects are considered negligible.
In practice the photodetector temperature coefficient of β is difficult to theoretically deduce. Instead, it was estimated by measuring the variation of detector output current (I X ) with temperature, as shown in Fig. 8 . For this measurement, a separate 950 nm LED was used to illuminate the SFH9206 detector. The illuminating LED was maintained at room temperature, while the SFH9206 detector temperature was increased. The temperature coefficient was estimated from the slope as γ = 0.62 %/K.
Differentiating (16) and substituting (13), (18) and (19) gives:
Note that from the above, both the temperature compensating resistor (through α) and the reduction in LED with temperature (the T C term) act together to reduce the temperature dependence of the detector output. For a single class of LED-RDS (such as the SFH9206 considered here), the empirical values of γ and T C can be obtained using the methods corresponding to Fig. 6 and Fig. 8 , and a single temperature compensating resistor value (α) would be adequate to compensate the temperature dependence of the detector output (I X ). However for other LED-RDS with different γ and T C , as Equation (20) indicates, a different compensating resistor value (α) would be required.
V. SFH9206 THERMAL DRIFT TESTING
The translation stage was moved to a fixed position, corresponding to the peak of the calibration curve (see Fig. 3 ). This ensures the distance sensitivity of the sensor is effectively zero, so that changes in distance due to thermal expansion will have negligible effect on the output signal. Any changes in the measured output of the LED-RDS can then be attributed to only the temperature dependence of the electrical components (as modelled in the previous section).
A heating coil of insulated copper was adhered to the underside of the circuit board, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The heating coil current was incrementally increased, and after waiting 5 minutes for the thermistor and LED-RDS to reach thermal equilibrium after each increment, a <T , V OUT > dataset was recorded. The thermistor is in intimate contact with the PCB, and therefore it provides a reasonable measure of the case temperature (T ) of the LED-RDS and shunt resistor (R F ).
The results for the SFH9206, using V DD = 5 V, I LED = 17 mA, R 0 = 220 , are shown in Fig. 9 . The y-axis is normalized to allow a clear comparison of the compensated and uncompensated results. The compensation used to produce the data in Fig. 9 was achieved by making R F a surface mount resistor with α = 0.39 %/K , placed as physically close to the LED-RDS as possible. The uncompensated test uses R F as a generic resistor (α = 0 nominally), placed away from the LED-RDS and heating coil, such that its resistance was unaffected by the changes in case temperature produced by the heating coil.
The results in Fig. 9 show that (both with and without compensation) the LED-RDS exhibits highly linear temperature dependence between 25 • C and 35 • C, but the relationship changes at higher temperatures. The experimental results show that α = 0.39 %/K is effective at reducing the thermal drift between 25 • C and 35 • C, a typical range for controlled room temperature measurement.
Some LED-RDS manufacturers specify operation over a large range such as −25 • C to 85 • C; however compensation over this range would require considerably more effort, most likely requiring non-linear compensation schemes. Such schemes are outside of the scope of this initial investigation, as our intent is to show the opportunities for these devices to achieve extremely high accuracy with a relatively simple but powerful compensation scheme.
VI. SFH9206 NOISE TESTING
The externally applied heating source was removed, and the case temperature was allowed to stabilize back to room temperature. The translation stage was again moved to the peak of the calibration curve (see Fig. 3 ), this time so that changes in distance due to undamped vibrations will have negligible effect on the output signal. Any changes in the dynamic characteristics of the output can then be attributed to either electrical or thermal noise.
A 24-bit data logger from Pico R Technology was used to measure the output signal to the nearest 1 µV, sampled at 0.080 s. The output was measured after applying an antialiasing low pass filter, as shown in Fig. 10 , with a 3 dB bandwidth of 5.56 Hz. Data was collected for the SFH9206 over the duration of 300 s, and used to calculate the Standard Deviation of the detector output. In the uncompensated case (α = 0 nominally), the normalized Standard Deviation was 0.068%, while with compensation (α = 0.39 %/K as described in Section V), the normalized Standard Deviation was 0.0082%. This is a reduction in the noise by a factor or more than 8, which suggests that short term thermal fluctuations were the dominate source of noise.
The above result suggests that the compensation circuitry reduces the noise in the sensor reading, because it removes variations in the output due to changes in case temperature from environmental effects over the 300 s interval. To further investigate this claim, data was collected over 3 h, from which an Allan Deviation graph was produced. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . The compensated and uncompensated tests both have R 0 = 220 nominally, but there will be a discrepancy in the exact value of R 0 between the two tests.
The discrepancy in R 0 (and hence I LED ) will mean the peak voltage of the two calibration curves will differ. Hence to enable a fair comparison, the Allan Deviation is reported as a percentage of the peak voltage, rather than as an absolute voltage. For averaging windows shorter than 2.56 s, there is negligible change in temperature between successive windows, and so the Allan Deviation is the same with and without compensation. On these short time scales there are less than 14 independent samples, making the statistical comparison invalid. For averaging windows greater than 2.56 s, the Allan Deviation is noticeably larger for the uncompensated test. Therefore both the Standard Deviation and Allan Deviation results show that the noise in the detector signal is reduced by the compensation circuitry. Although Section IV shows that the compensation is only effective between 25 • C and 35 • C, this range is sufficiently wide such that at room temperatures, the compensation has reduced the noise associated with variations in case temperature.
VII. SFH9206 DISTANCE RESOLUTION
The percentage noise measurements (Allan Deviation and Standard Deviation) are divided by the sensitivity of 52.8 %/mm, as given in Table 1 for a silicon target which was used for these tests. This converts the noise in the LED-RDS to an equivalent (worse case) distance variation. Changes in the LED-RDS reading which are greater than this equivalent distance can be attributed to a real movement of the target, as opposed to electronic or thermal noise.
Without compensation, the Standard Deviation is 1.3 µm, and with compensation it is 0.16 µm. The results of Fig. 11 are replotted in Fig. 12 , such that the Allan Deviation is reported as an equivalent distance. The results show that with the compensation circuitry, even for extended periods where there are changes in case temperature due to environmental effects, the LED-RDS signal remains stable to within 0.6 µm. 
Both the Allan Deviation and Standard Deviation results
show that with compensation circuitry, the LED-RDS can measure real changes in distance to a resolution below one micrometer. We confirmed that there was no significant difference between Allan Deviation measurements taken at the peak of the calibration curve, and those taken when the distance was set to the maximum sensitivity/operating point of the SFH9206 (the back slope/linear region as shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1 ). This verifies that the equivalent distances shown in Fig. 12 are a good measure of the electrical and thermal noise in the sensor, and are not disturbed by the presence of physical noise (unwanted displacements) in the experiment.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The use of LED-RDS for high resolution displacement measurement is a cost-effective and inherently safe alternative to its laser-based counterparts. Experimental testing shows that a variety of distance ranges are achievable depending on the geometry of the device chosen (such as the TCRT500, TCND5000 or SFH9206). Devices without a focusing lens (such as the SFH9206) offer higher resolution, making them suited to measure displacements in the micrometer range.
A theoretical model and compensation scheme, applicable to any LED-RDS, has been proposed, with a focus on devices with GaAs-based LEDs. The model requires two device specific values -the LED characteristic temperature (T C ) and photodetector temperature coefficient (γ ). These empirical values can be obtained for any device, using the same methods applied for the SFH9206.
Results from testing the compensation scheme on the SFH9206 show the thermal drift to be linear, and the compensation circuitry effective, between 25 • C and 35 • C. As a consequence, at room temperatures, the compensation circuitry also reduces the noise (Allan Deviation and Standard Deviation) in the sensor reading. The compensation circuitry for the SFH9206 gives an LED-RDS signal with resolution below 1 µm at a 3 dB bandwidth of 5.56 Hz. 
